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Abstract. Deep neural networks are known for their capabilities for
automatic feature learning from data. For this reason, previous research
has tended to interpret deep learning techniques as data-driven meth-
ods, while few advances have been made from knowledge-driven perspec-
tives. We propose to design a semantic rich deep learning model from a
knowledge driven perspective, by introducing formal semantics into deep
learning process. We propose ontology-based deep restricted Boltzmann
machine (OB-DRBM), in which we use ontology to guide architecture
design of deep restricted Boltzmann machines (DRBM), as well as to
assist in their training and validation processes. Our model learns a set
of related semantic-rich data representations from both formal semantics
and data distribution. Representations in this set correspond to concepts
at various semantic levels in a domain ontology. We show that our model
leads to an improved performance, when compared with conventional
deep learning models in classification tasks.

1 Introduction

Deep learning has achieved state of the art performance on many cutting-edge
applications, including computer vision [1], speech and phonetic recognition [2],
natural language processing [3], multi-task and multi-modal learning [4], and
many others. Deep learning is often called representation learning [5], which
emphasizes its aspect of automatic representation learning from data. Features
in learned representations are formulated in a bottom up way, such that higher-
level features are defined recursively from lower-level ones. For this reason, pre-
vious research tended to interpret deep learning techniques from data-driven
perspectives. Few efforts have been made for semantic-rich deep learning meth-
ods, especially, for the ones using formal semantics.

In practice, data-driven approaches often carry various limitations. In deep
learning, it is often difficult to interpret representations learned from data with
accurate high-level semantics [6]. Over-fitting is a prevalent issue in deep neural
networks that have a large number of parameters [7]. While we expect a well-
trained deep representation to encode a non-local generalization prior over input
space, it has often been proved to be sensitive to training data distribution.
Poorly distributed data can result in an inferior or even wrong generalization.
For similar reasons, deep representations often fail to generalize to examples that
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fall outside original training sample domain. For instance, deep neural networks
can mis-classify images, when imperceptible perturbation is applied [8]. Or they
can interpret images that are completely unrecognizable to humans, with almost
full confidence [9].

One prevalent way to solve the afore-mentioned issues in data-driven
approaches is to augment machine learning tasks with domain knowledge. Pre-
viously, domain knowledge has been applied on a wide range of applications in
various forms. However, for those methods with task-dependent domain knowl-
edge, making generalizations to new applications are usually difficult due to their
labor-intensive knowledge crafting process. On the other hand, formal semantics,
the formal encoding of domain knowledge, has provided a way to systematically
encode, share, and reuse knowledge across applications and domains. In practice,
formal semantics can support a wide range of key aspects in machine learning,
data mining, and artificial intelligence techniques. For instance, formal semantics
can help filter out redundant or inconsistent data, and can generate semantic
rich results [10]. It can work as a set of prior knowledge or constraints, to help
reduce search space and to guide search path [11].

It turns out to be an intriguing question to wonder what roles formal seman-
tics can play in the recent trend of machine learning research, deep learning.
Based on previous research, we expect formal semantics to assist in deep learn-
ing process from the following perspectives:

– Directing deep learning architecture design, resulting in learning models that
better fit with current application domains.

– Assisting in representation learning processes, leading to data representations
that encode critical factors from both data and formal semantics.

– Guiding training processes that capture critical semantics of data, with a
representation that well generalizes a non-local prior over input space.

– Assisting in the resulting generation processes with expressive representation
interpretations for high level semantics.

In this paper, we address the above goals with a semantic-rich deep learning
framework that learns representations from both data distribution and formal
semantics. Specifically, we propose an ontology-based deep restricted Boltzmann
machine (OB-DRBM) model, in which formal ontology is used to guide archi-
tecture design of deep restricted Boltzmann machines (DRBM) [12], as well as
to assist in their training and validation processes.

An ontology provides a formal representation of domain knowledge, through
concepts, relationships, axiomatic constraints, and individuals. Figure 1 shows a
sample ontology for news reports, recreational sports domain, used in one of our
experiments. It contains a set of concepts for recreational sports in news reports,
and relations between the concepts. Using a domain ontology, we can design an
OB-DRBM model to learn a set of representations, each of which corresponds to
a concept in the ontology. This set of representations learns to encode regularities
from data with various semantic granularities for the current domain. For instance,
using the news report ontology, we can learn representations that correspond to
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Fig. 1. A sample ontology for news reports, recreational sports domain. Each concept
represents a type or category of recreational sport.

concepts, “recreational sports,” “auto racing,” and “automobile racing.” Further-
more, our model provides a solution to semantic rich representation learning, in
that representations learned for higher level semantics can support representation
learning processes for their lower level subclass semantics. For instance, as shown
in Fig. 2, in our model, representation learned for “recreational sports” can serve as
a priori for the representation learning of “auto racing” and “bat and ball games.”
The inspiration for our OB-DRBM design primarily comes from the robustness
theory of cognitive development process in biological neural networks.

Fig. 2. Representation learning for news report ontology. For each concepts in this
ontology, we use RBM layers to learn its data representation, which are further feed
into RBM layers for related concepts, as auxiliary information.

In biological neural networks, many activities related to cognitive develop-
ment process, such recognition and categorization, are often learned as a repre-
sentation of a shared ontology [13]. Humans learn to categorize objects starting
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from early age by a hierarchal representation of object taxonomy in the world.
The cognitive development process, for human being, usually begins with learn-
ing basic categories, such as ball, then progressively evolves into categories with
more details, such as basketball [14]. Based on past knowledge and experience, a
biological neural network learns by taking advantage of knowledge coming from
previously learned categories, rather than learning from scratch. It leads to an
efficient learning system that requires fewer samples to develop new generaliza-
tion or ability promotion.

On the contrary, current deep neural networks not only require a large
amount of data to make efficient learning and generalizations, but they also
generalize poorly to data instances in a new but related domain [8,9]. Current
deep neural networks not only require a large amount of data to make efficient
learning and generalizations, but they also generalize poorly to data instances
in a new but related domain [8,9]. Following the inspirations from robustness
of human cognitive development process [14], we model representation learning
in our model with a shared higher-level representation. We model representa-
tion learning in our model with a shared higher-level representation. We expect
that representations learned for concepts at a higher semantic level, such as car
and computer, can well assist in the process of learning representations, such as
sedan and laptop, at more detailed semantic levels. It also renders our model the
potential to explore the semantic relations between data instances, as well as the
capability to learn a set of semantic rich representations with various semantic
granularities.

Our contributions of this paper are as follows:

– We introduce a semantic-rich deep learning model, OB-DRBM, in which for-
mal ontology has assisted in all stages of the deep learning process, including
architecture design, training, and validation. Such architecture can learn a
set of semantic-rich data representations from both data distribution and for-
mal semantics. Representations learned correspond to concepts in a domain
ontology, at various semantic levels.

– We propose corresponding training and validation methods, with assistance of
inference and consistency-checking capabilities from ontologies and semantic
reasoners. We show that our model leads to an improved performance, when
compared with conventional deep learning models in text document classifi-
cation tasks.

The remainder of this paper paper is structured as follows: Sect. 2 describes
relevant previous works; Sect. 3 formally describes the architecture formulation
of our model; in Sect. 4, we present our experiment result, when we apply OB-
DRBM model to problems in various domains; in Sect. 5, we conclude our work
by discussing potential future directions and their applications.

2 Related Work

In this paper, we propose to use formal ontology to assist in the deep learning
process. Our OB-DRBM model learns a set of semantically related representations
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for each concept in a domain ontology. This set of representations also constitutes
a formal semantics embedding based on both formal semantics and data distrib-
ution. Fields closely related to our model include, but are not restricted to, deep
learning, knowledge engineering, and knowledge base embedding.

2.1 Deep Learning

In recent years, the rich set of deep neural network variations has lead to suc-
cesses in numerous applications. Popular architectures of deep neural networks
include, restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) [12], convolutional neural net-
works (CNN) [1], and recurrent neural networks (RNN) [15]. RBM models have
demonstrated exceptional performances for tasks with both labeled and unla-
beled data [12]. CNN can effectively train data with topological structures and
strong local correlations, such as image and speech [1]. RNN has been success-
fully applied on time series data and natural languages as a memory and latency
model [15].

2.2 Knowledge Engineering

Knowledge engineering (KE) [16] is a research field that dedicates to develop
techniques to build and reuse formal knowledge in a systematic way. In the past
few decades, the proliferation of knowledge engineering has remarkably enriched
the family of formal semantic representations. Ontology is one of the successful
knowledge engineering advances. The encoded formal semantics in ontologies
is primarily used for effectively sharing and reusing of knowledge and data.
Prominent examples of domain ontologies include the Gene Ontology (GO [17]),
Unified Medical Language System (UMLS [18]), and more than 300 ontologies
in the National Center for Biomedical Ontology (NCBO [19]).

2.3 Knowledge Base Embedding

Recent research has developed methods to learn embeddings of knowledge base
(KB) systems, such as WordNet, FreeBase, and DBPedia [20,21]. Entities in
knowledge bases are embedded as low-dimensional vector representation. Syn-
tactics, operations, and relations between entities are embedded as linear and
bi-linear translations, matrix and matrix factorizations, and tensors. Bordes
et al. [20] propose to learn vector-matrix embedding of knowledge base, in which
knowledge bases are considered as graph models. Socher et al. [21] developed
knowledge base embedding systems based on neural tensor networks for knowl-
edge base completion. The key difference between our OB-DRBM model and
previous knowledge base embedding model is, our model can learn embeddings
from both data distributions and formal semantics, while previous methods learn
only from a knowledge base.
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3 Ontology-Based Deep Restricted Boltzmann Machine

In this section, we introduce our method to build an OB-DRBM model. We
begin with a review of related techniques, including ontology in Sect. 3.1, seman-
tic reasoner in Sect. 3.2, and restricted Boltzmann machine (RBM) in Sect. 3.3.
We discuss the architecture design of our OB-DRBM model in Sect. 3.4 and
corresponding training and validation methods in Sect. 3.5.

3.1 Ontology

Ontology [22] is an explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. The for-
mal specification of an ontology can be defined as a quintuple, O = (C,P, I, V,A)
where C, P , I, V , A are the set of classes, properties, individuals, property
values and other axioms respectively [23]. Classes C, also referred to as con-
cepts, describe the collections, concepts, types of objects and entities in a
domain discourse. Properties P , also referred to as object properties, define rela-
tions between classes. Individuals I, are the instances or ground level objects
of classes. Property values V , also referred to as data type properties, define
features, attributes, parameter values that classes can have. Axioms A, define
the ground truth of the domain discourse. The architecture design of our OB-
DRBM model primarily uses the set of classes C and properties P in a domain
ontology following the subclass relations in P . For concepts c, s ∈ C, we use
subclass(c, s), superclass(c, s) ∈ P to denote the subclass and superclass rela-
tions between c and s. For each c ∈ C, π(c) = {s |superclass(s, c), s, c ∈ C}
and ρ(c) = {s |subclass(s, c), s, c ∈ C} are used to denote the set of its subclass
and superclass concepts.

3.2 Semantic Reasoner

A semantic reasoner [24] (also referred to as inference engine or reasoning engine)
is a piece of software that infers logical consequences from a set of explicitly
asserted facts or axioms. Prominent semantic reasoners of ontologies includes
Pellet [25] and HerMit [26], and many more. It typically provides automated
support for reasoning tasks such as deducting new knowledge, checking con-
sistencies, verifying facts, and answering queries. Specifically, given a domain
ontology O and a semantic reasoner R, semantic reasoner can deduct an answer
of query q based on the ontology O and axiom a, that q = R(O, a).

In our OB-DRBM model, the semantic reasoner is used in as a component
for data semantics promotion and result validation. For a data instance {x, y},
a semantic reasoner R can return with promoted data instances with labels at
a higher semantic level using x → π(y) = R(O, x → y). For instance, for data
instance {x,AutomobileRacing}, a semantic reasoner R can deduct with the
valid promoted data instance, {x,AutoRacing}, using:

∀ x AutomobileRacing(x)
∀ x AutomobileRacing(x) → AutoRacing(x)

∀ x AutoRacing(x)
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By recursively applying x → π(y) = R(O, x → y) k times, it can deduct with
promoted data at even higher semantic levels, x → π(k)(y) = R(O, x → y).

Semantic reasoner can also validate the consistency of a set of axioms. For
model with multiple representations and outputs, such as our OB-DRBM model;
inconsistency can happen without consistency regulations from formal semantics.
For instance, for classification outputs, o1 = x → MotorcycleRacing and o2 =
x → BatAndBallGames, a semantic reasoner can deduct with inconsistency
state, ⊥ = R(O, {o1, o2}) using:

∀ x MotorcycleRacing(x)
∀ x MotorcycleRacing(x) → AutoRacing(x)

∀ x AutoRacing(x)
∀ x AutoRacing(x) → ¬BatAndBallGames(x) ∧ BatAndBallGames(x)

⊥.

3.3 Deep Restricted Boltzmann Machine

A deep restricted Boltzmann machine (DRBM) is a deep neural network model
with a stacking of many restricted Boltzmann machines (RBM) layers. RBM
is a deep learning structure with bidirectionally connected binary stochastic
processing units. Typically, a RBM contains a layer of visible units v and a
layer of hidden units u, which are connected as a bipartite graph. RBM is a
probabilistic graphic model that is based on an energy function defined on the
exponential family. The joint probability that RBM assigned to visible units v
and hidden units u are:

p(v, h) =
exp(−E(v, h))

Z
, (1)

where E(v, h) is a energy function defined on all RBM units, which indicates the
degree of harmony of the network, Z is the partition function,

Z =
∑

u,v

exp(−E(v, h)). (2)

For RBM with binary visible units, E(v, h) is defined as:

E(v, h) = −
∑

i

aivi −
∑

j

bjhj −
∑

i, j

vihjwij . (3)

For RBM with Gaussian visible units, E(v, h) is defined as:

E(v, h) = −
∑

i

(vi − ai)2

2σ2
i

−
∑

j

bjhj −
∑

i, j

vi

σi
hjwij . (4)

where σi is the standard deviation for the Gaussian noise for visible unit i, ai,
bi are the bias parameters for visible and hidden units and wij is the weight
parameter of a RBM respectively.
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Algorithm 1. OB-DRBM Architecture Design
Input: Ontology O = {C, P, I, V, A}, Semantic Reasoner R
Output: OB-DRBM structure T
1: Let r ∈ C be root concept of O
2: Let sc be an empty set
3: Add r into set sc

4: while sc is not empty do
5: for each concept c in sc do
6: Initialize DRBM Dc for concept c
7: Let ρ(c) = {s | s = R(O, subclass of c)}
8: if ρ(c) is not empty then
9: Initialize Mc = mhmv layer(c, ρ(c))

10: Let oc = {c | c ∈ C, c �∈ ρ(c)}
11: Let t = ρ(c) ∪ oc

12: Initialize Sc = softmax layer(c, t)
13: Connect Sc, Dc with Mc

14: Add Mc, Sc, Dc into T
15: end if
16: Let π(c) = {s | s = R(O, superclass of c)}
17: if π(c) is not empty then
18: Connect Dπ(c) and Mπ(c)

19: end if
20: Let sc = ρ(c)
21: end for
22: end while
23: return T

3.4 OB-DRBM Architecture Design

In this section, we present the architecture design of our OB-DRBM model. In
Algorithm 1, we present the method of the model construction. Given an ontology
O and a semantic reasoner R, we compose the OB-DRBM model T following
the subclass relations ρ(c) ∈ P for each concept c ∈ C, for C, P ∈ O. In Fig. 3,
we show a sample OB-DRBM model following the sample news reports ontology
in Fig. 1. The architecture design follows a top down process from higher level
concepts to lower level concepts in C. The model construction process starts
by adding the top level class r ∈ C in the subclass hierarchy into the building
sequence set sc. For each concept c ∈ sc, we first build a DRBM module Dc

for the representation learning of concept c (lines 1–6). For top class r of the
ontology, the DRBM module Dr takes only its own features as input. For other
classes c ∈ C, c �= r, the DRBM module Dc takes inputs from both its own
features and transformed representations from its superclass modules Dπ(c).

For each concept c and its corresponding DRBM module Dc, we attach a
semantic softmax layer Sc, for semantic rich representation learning. The seman-
tic softmax layer Sc is a layer that contains target output units at the correspond-
ing semantic level. For each concept c, let ρ(c) be the set of subclass concepts
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Fig. 3. An OB-DRBM architecture from news report ontology

of c. Each output unit in Sc corresponds to one concept in the subclass concept
set, ρ(c), plus one out of domain unit oc. The unit oc is used to model data
that falls out of the domain of class c. For example, the semantic softmax layer
SAutoRacing contains three output units, for AutomobileRacing, MotorcycleRac-
ing, OutofDomain respectively. For data instance {x, MotorcycleRacing}, the
target output for SAutoRacing is (0, 1, 0). At the training phase, through seman-
tic reasoner query R(O, x → y), we can convert each labeled data l = {x, y} to
a set of promoted data instances, l(k) = {x, π(k)(y)}, for each semantic softmax
layer.

For each concept c and its corresponding DRBM module Dc, we also attach a
multiple hidden multiple visible restricted Boltzmann machine (MHMV-RBM)
layer Mc for subclass relation modeling. As shown in Fig. 4, a MVMH-RBM
layer is a RBM variation designed to model the subclass transformation from a
superclass to its subclasses. In our OB-DRBM model, each DRBM module Dc for
concept c is attached to its own semantic softmax layer Sc. The representation
learned in Dc encodes the high level feature abstractions for concept c. Before
feeding such a representation to subclass modules Dρ(c), the MVMH-RBM layer
learns a generative representation for both the input of subclasses features and
representation in Dc. The subclass representation and raw input are further feed
into subclass modules Dρ(c) as input.
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Fig. 4. A MHMV-RBM layer for subclass relation modeling

3.5 Training and Validation

We train our OB-DRBM model using a similar way as the conventional DRBM
model. An OB-DRBM model was first trained with greedy module wised and
layer wised contrastive divergence (CD) [27]. Then we use stochastic gradient
descent across all semantic softmax output to further fine-tune our model with
labeled data. In this process, we minimize the sum of cross entropy error for all
softmax outputs of each concept in our model.

At the validation phase, the output of our OB-DRBM model contains a set
of consistent outputs from all semantic softmax layer units. For example, ŷ =
{Motorcycle Racing, Auto Racing, Recreational Sports} is a consistent output for
input data, {x, MotorcycleRacing}. We enforce this consistency using a logistic
regression across all semantic softmax output configurations with consistency
validation from a semantic reasoner. Specifically, let S be the set of all softmax
output values, the set of outputs is,

ŷ = argmax
s⊂S

∏
c∈s

fc(x,w)[R(O, x → s)]
∑

s⊂S

∏
c∈s

fc(x,w)[R(O, x → s)]
, (5)

in which fc(x,w) is the softmax confidence value for unit c, [R(O, x → s)] is the
activation function that ensures a valid output configuration.

4 Experiment

We present experiments on two problems related to text documents: topic classi-
fication and sentiment analysis. For selected text documents, we adopt a contin-
uous bag of word model [28] in our experiment to convert text documents into
continuous vector representations. From the frequent word set, we remove stop
words and the most frequent 100 words, then keep the next 5000 most frequent
words. In our experiments, we adopt the bag of word model primarily for its
simplicity. We understand that the bag of word model might not be the best
fit and state of the art approach for the datasets to which we have applied our
method on. However, our primary goal is to explore the effect of formal seman-
tics in deep learning process. We verify our theory by comparing our OB-DRBM
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model with conventional DRBM model under the same context, including data
distribution, meta parameters, training time and algorithms, and so on. In all
experiments, we divide the dataset into 70 % training, 15 % validation, and 15 %
testing. The number of iterations over the training set was determined using early
stopping according to the validation set classification error with an additional
100 iterations.

4.1 News Topic Classification

We first evaluated our model on the news topic classification problem on 20
Newsgroups dataset [29]. The data is organized into 20 different newsgroups, each
corresponding to a different topic, across four domains of computer company,
recreational sports, science, and public talks. We define domain ontologies for
each of those domains, based on the natural taxonomy relations of the topics.
We have shown one example domain ontology defined for this dataset in the
recreational sports domain in Sect. 1, Fig. 1. Other domain ontologies defined for
our experiments can be found in our website [30].

Table 1 gives the classification performances on the four topic domains. Our
OB-DRBM model outperforms the conventional DRBM models in 3 out of the 4
domains, including company, sports, and social, In the science domain, DRBM
model outperforms our model but only by a less than 1 % margin. This is
mostly because the 4 topics in the science domain, sci.electronics, sci.medicine,
sci.space, and sci.crypt share very few common characteristics. The best domain
ontology that fits with the data is an ontology with a flat structure. In this case,
our OB-DRBM model cannot benefit from the shared representation of super-
class in this ontology.

Table 1. Classification performance on news topics

Topic domain OB-DRBM DRBM

Company 77.46 % 75.83 %

Sports 82.11 % 79.57 %

Social 74.20 % 72.69 %

Science 70.46 % 71.32 %

4.2 Sentiment Analysis Datasets

We further conduct our experiment upon document datasets on sentiment analy-
sis tasks. We test our OB-DRBM model on the Pang/Lee movie review data [31]
and sentiment analysis dataset from sentiment tree bank [32]. In both datasets,
movie reviews are labeled as four categories, positive, neutral positive, neutral
negative, and negative. Table 2 gives the classification performances on sentiment
analysis tasks. In both datasets, our OB-DRBM model outperforms conventional
DRBM model by a large margin.
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Table 2. Classification performance on sentiment analysis

Data set OB-DRBM DRBM

Pang/Lee 68.09 % 64.20 %

Sentiment tree bank 60.19 % 54.45 %

4.3 Data Simulation of Formal Semantics Embedding

One primary motivation of our work is to learn a structured set of representa-
tions from both the formal semantics and the data distribution. We expect this
set of semantic rich representations can encode regularities of the data at various
semantic levels, such that representations of higher-level semantics can encode
the common data regularities of their lower-level subclass semantics. We exam
our hypothesis through visualization of the representation the learning process.
In Fig. 5, we present the low-dimensional principle component analysis (PCA)
embedding of the representations learned in our OB-DRBM model at various
epochs of the supervised-training process. It shows the representation embed-
dings of three concepts with subclass relations, “recreational sports, “automobile
racing,” and “bat and ball games” in our recreational sports ontology. Before
the supervised-training process, the OB-DRBM model was first trained with
unsupervised-training using contrastive divergence (CD) [27].

In Fig. 5(a), we show the set of representations learned in our OB-DRBM
model after the unsupervised-training. At this phase, the model can only learn
from the data distribution. There is neither any data semantics, nor any for-
mal knowledge semantics involved during this phase. After the unsupervised-
training, representation learned for superclass and subclasses are roughly of the
same distribution. Without the direction of formal semantics, each of the three
representations plays a similar role in the model. At the 500th epoch, as shown
in Fig. 5(b), the distributions of the three data representations are still similar.
However, with assistance of formal semantics and labeled data, the represen-
tation of superclass, “recreational sports,” as diverged into a different principle
components compared with the representations of its subclasses.

At the 3000th epoch, as shown in Fig. 5(c), principle components of the repre-
sentations for the two subclass concepts, “moto racing” and “bat and ball,” start
to show difference as well. Distinction of distributions has started to emerge
between the representation of the superclass “recreational sports” and the two
subclasses. At the 5000th epoch, as shown in Fig. 5(d), the model learns a set
of data representations with three distinct principle components and distrib-
utions. At this stage, the representations of the superclass and the subclasses
has encoded data representations with different levels of semantics. We can see
through this process, how the set of semantic rich data representations influence
each other through the assistance of formal semantics. When the superclass
representation starts to model the common semantics of “recreational sports”
gradually, the representations of the two subclasses were set free to learn its
local semantics as well.
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(a) Embedding at the 10th epoch (b) Embedding at the 500th epoch

(c) Embedding at the 3000th epoch (d) Embedding at the 5000th epoch

Fig. 5. Visualization of OB-DRBM representations.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

We have evaluated the potential of semantic rich deep learning using our OB-
DRBM model. We have demonstrated that, with assistance of formal semantics,
deep learning models can learn a set of semantic rich representations from both
formal semantics and data. This set of representations constitute a structured
embedding of formal knowledge under the data distribution. They also lead to
improved performances in document classification tasks.

For future work, we would like to investigate the embedding learning of formal
semantics in more forms, such as convolutional neural networks, or matrix vector
embeddings. We would like to explore the potential to learn from unsupervised-
data with assistance of formal semantics, as well.
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